Proudly made in Poland !
Please see how many advantages we provide you.
Our plastering machine unit is characterised by well thought-out design.
We took care of details to ensure your satisfaction and work efficiency!

GEAR MOTORS
Main gearmotor 5,5 kW 3-phase
Gearmotor wheel feedings the material 0,55 kW 3-phase
We have developed very good gearmotors especially for the
needs of continuos work in cooperation with NORD
companies.
This is very important because the operating conditions of
continuous mixing of the premixed mortars with water must
ensure a long service life.
That is why our gearmotors include a special hardened drive
shaft and reinforced bearings.
The high torque combined with the increased speed results
in a fast mortar spraying process.
Additives such as a safety tilt sensor and an automatic oil
vent give very good engine performance and ensure safe
operation.

AUTOMATION
During operation the plastering machine must perform a lot
of cycles on and off. All components like engines,
compressor, water pump or water and air fittings must work
well. That is why our machine is characterized by very good
control automatics.
We use the best class industrial automation.
Many solutions have been designed to ensure long-term
efficiency and convenience of use.
Therefore, the main plug socket is directed forward to
exclude pulling it from the cassette. Quickly, without effort,
we put on and pull the plug. The most important details are
located on the front panel to have an image of what is
happening at work. Please note that we do not have any
elements of operating the machine on the door to eliminate
damage.
All buttons and signal lamps are made on LED diodes and
contain a rubber cover against dirt and damage.
The locked door is on the key limiting the easy access of
undesirable persons. Inside the cassette there is a special
rubber gasket which protects the automation against dust
and moisture. Our automation is characterized by maximum
simplicity to exclude failures.

WATER - AIR FITTINGS and WATER PUMP
BAPRO plastering machines include the best components
air and water oraz helpful water pump. You have to set the
consistency parameter quickly and precisely depending on
the type of material. That's why all our machines have a
water system that includes:
- water and air module made of stainless steel. This is an
important element of our system because it eliminates
corrosion by protecting components from damage
- water pressure gauge in the rubber cover (indicates water
pressure)
- water pressure reducer with cleaning screen (catches
small elements that can damage the valve and stabilizes
the water pressure)
- water solenoid valve (opens and closes the water supply
process)
- a flow meter with a scale from 150 to 1500 l/h , allows
you to assess the proportion of water to dry material
- a precise needle valve is used to regulate the water flow
- our system also includes a helpful water valve
- double water filtration system
- quick and easy replacement of components
- low cost of service (possibility of replacing a single part)
- visible arrangement of elements to quickly assess the
situation
It should be remembered that the requirement is to obtain
water pressure above 2.5 BAR, therefore our plastering
machines contain installed water pumps. This stabilizes the
machine's work.
The water pump is permanently attached to the machine
on the shelf and is protected. So you do not have to worry
about the problem of too low water pressure.
We took care of details to ensure your satisfaction and
work efficiency!
COMPRESSOR
type HANDY K2 400 Volts or 230 Volts
All our plastering machines include the best quality
compressor.
This is a very important addition to the machine because
it plays a very important role.
Different types of plaster, in particular cement or cementlime plaster, require a lot of air to make the material well
sprayed.
Our compressor ensures that it gives an efficiency of 250
liters per minute.
What are the other additional advantages:
- it is an oil-free compressor
- includes two exchangeable filters that are easy to
replace
- contains heads for good cooling
- a helpful handle as well as small dimensions and weight
allow it to be easily moved from place to place
- the compressor contains a mounted pressure switch
that allows the operator to turn the machine on and off
via the air valve on the spray gun

Our plastering machine unit is characterised
by well thought-out design. Details count for
us.
- easy transportation is enough for only two
people
- convenient service , the ability to repair the
component without the need to deliver the
entire machine
- large container for the material 145 liters
- convenient dimensions, width only 72 cm
- easy maneuvering of the machine due to the
use of wide rubber wheels with safety brakes,
all wheels rotate around 360
- transport handles made of solid material not
tubing are a guarantee of safety and ensure
durability
- long spraying gun 100cm gives you greater
comfort spray the upper stretches of the walls.
Material hose, applied white rubber strong the
material is resistant to wear. camlock
connectors used easily allow button and
unbutton while maintaining security. very
helpful is the special rotary camlock that easily
allows you to adjust the spray angle. white
rubber will not to dirty the walls.

Now you know that BAPRO provides you high quality solutions with an
attractive price!
We believe that our arguments convinced you to choose the BAPRO
machine. Your order is highly appreciated.
We are ready to help you select the optimal plastering machine from our
range of.

